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FOR COUPLES in the UK, 
research from Kuoni reveals 
that it takes, on average, four 
holidays with their other half 
before they commit to 
becoming life partners. 
However, for some it can 
take much longer – 11% of 
married couples in the UK 
said they went on at least 10 
or more holidays together 
before getting married. At 
the other end of the scale, 
one-in-four couples stated 
that they didn’t have any 
holidays together before 
they were married. 

Many of the couples 
believe that holidays are a 
crucial part of relationship 
development, allowing them 
to see how adventurous and 
relaxed their partner is, how 

they handle out of the 
ordinary situations, and even 
how they deal with stressful 
scenarios like cancelled 
flights or getting lost. 

After the (literal) 
honeymoon phase, couples’ 
holiday habits settle down 
to just two holidays 
together every year, but it 
seems to be just the right 
amount as 49% gave their 
marriage the full 10/10 on 
the happiness scale, with 
the average marriage 
happiness rating in the UK 
coming out as 8.7 out of 10. 

While short-haul European 
favourites like France, 
Greece, Portugal and Italy 
came out as the most-visited 
countries by married 
couples, when asked where 

they would most like to go 
for a romantic holiday 
anywhere in the world, UK 
couples chose the USA and 
Spain as their favourites. 

The most popular long-
haul destinations reflects the 
adventurous spirit of the 
UK’s married couples, with 
the top five choices being 
Canada, Australia, Mexico, 
Singapore and Thailand. 

The study also revealed 
that over a third of married 
couples (4.6 million) in the 
UK identify as being more 
steady and private, and these 
couples prefer destinations 
which suit their more 
introverted personalities.  
To read more news about 
weddings and honeymoons, 
turn to page 25.
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FOURTH TIME’S  
A CHARM

A research project undertaken by honeymoon and travel company 
Kuoni has revealed that on average, UK couples take four holidays 

together before fully committing to being life partners.
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Walk this way with Khiri Travel
KHIRI TRAVEL Myanmar has 
announced a flexible walking 
and boating itinerary of 
around four days in the 
highlands of the southern 
Shan State of Myanmar. The 
trip gives tour operators 
alternative options in the Inle 
Lake region. 

In a first for Myanmar, Khiri 
Travel has linked Pekon, 
Samkar and Inle lakes in one 
trip, inspired by the ‘chalet to 
chalet’ trekking of 
Switzerland and New 
Zealand. The trips use local 
boats to link sections of 
hiking of about 15km a day. 
The hike is made more 
manageable as guests’ 
luggage will be transferred 
ahead of each day to 
accommodation, which is 
typically a lodge. 

Some of the most 
memorable highlights of the 
trip are the Shan food 
discoveries along the way. The 
company’s managing director, 
Edwin Briels, said: “Home-
made pumpkin soup, bamboo 
shoot and zucchini leaves 
salad with crushed peanuts 

and farm-made Shan noodles 
were among my favourite 
dishes along the way. The trip 
is a perfect combination of 
food, views, forest walks, 
cultural insights and a well-
earned lakeside sunset drink at 
the end of the day.” 

The north-south trip 
alternates between the east 
and west bank of the lakes. 
Some parts go through 
lakeside villages with markets, 
monasteries and pagodas. The 
landscape is diverse, ranging 
from plantations and paddy 

terraces to bamboo forests, 
community woods and tribal 
villages, which are rarely seen 
by overseas visitors. 

For travel agents, Khiri 
Travel is the first DMC to offer 
‘luxury’ multi-day tours in the 
three-lake area, instead of just 
focusing on Inle. It’s also 
more upmarket, an alternative 
holiday to the Kalaw to Inle 
Lake hiking route that is 
popular with backpackers. 

Agents seeking more 
information should email 
myanmar@khiri.com 

The Tar Kaung Pagoda is one of 
the stops on the itinerary.

TRAVELLERS WILL have the opportunity to eat as the locals do and 
venture into the backstreets of Bangkok aboard VIE Hotel Bangkok’s 
tuk tuk. Best taken at night-time, when the city comes to life, guests 
can hire the tuk tuk exclusively with a seasoned gastro-guide in tow, 
on hand to reveal Bangkok’s best street food hotspots. 

The food tour will comprise a mix of Thai and international cuisine, 
with one vendor earning a Michelin Star for her wok-fried dishes – 
Jay Fai – renowned for nests of noodles with crab and prawns, 
cooked over charcoal fires in her shophouse.  

Guests will have the opportunity to weave through Bangkok traffic, 
visiting off-the-beaten track eateries and viewpoints in the city, before 
heading back to the hotel for a nightcap in the La Vie Piano Bar. 

The hotel also offers a tuk tuk complementary to travellers who 
want to explore the city’s shopping districts – including the MBK, 
Siam Centre and Siam Discovery – as well as historic landmarks, 
from temples and flower markets to Jim Thompson’s silk 
museum, a stone’s throw from the hotel.  

The VIE Hotel Bangkok houses a spa, rooftop pool, two restaurants 
and luxury rooms and suites, each with views across the skyline with 
floor-to-ceiling windows.

‘Tuck Tuck’ into Bangkok’s hidden foodie spots
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Celebrity Silhouette returns to Southampton
THE NEXT ship in Celebrity 
Cruises’ fleet to be upgraded, 
Celebrity Silhouette, will be 
returning to Southampton in 
April 2020. 

Guests can join a 
dedicated eight-night 
sailing that takes in British 
favourites, Spain and 
France, on the newly 
revolutionised Celebrity 
Silhouette and enjoy 
upgrades from Oceanview 
to Balcony staterooms. 

On-board the ship, 
guests can take advantage 
of refreshed staterooms 
and suites, and a new 
creation, the ‘Craft Social’, 
a casual spot featuring 
more than 40 craft beers. 

Art lovers will have the 
opportunity to visit the 
Guggenheim and the Bellas 
Artes museums in Bilbao, 
Spain. Then it is on to Vigo, 
the picturesque port on 

Spain’s Galician coastline, 
allowing easy access to 
medieval towns like 
Bayona. In France, guests 
will visit Paris, with 
opportunities to visit the 
many museums, parks, and 
architectural icons like  
the Eiffel Tower. 

The eight-night Spain and 
France cruise will depart on 
May 1, 2020, with prices 
starting from £1,199 per 
person in an Oceanview 
Stateroom (based on two 
people sharing). 
For more information, visit 
www.celebritycruises.co.uk 

REQUESTS FOR assisting airline 
passengers with intellectual 
disabilities using SSR codes have 
nearly doubled since the launch of a 
global campaign by travel 
technology company, Travelport. 

SSR codes are used in the airline 
industry to communicate traveller 
preferences or needs to airlines. 
They are delivered through 
standardised four-letter codes 
defined by the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA). 

Since the launch of Travel 
Unified, use of the DPNA SSR code 
on flights booked through Travelport 
have increased globally by 89% 
year-on-year. At a regional level, 
use of the code on flights is now up 
273% in Asia, 259% in Africa, 94% 
in Europe and 22% in Oceania. Use 
remains low in both North and 
South America. 

Fiona Shanley, chief customer 
and marketing officer at Travelport, 
said: “Our purpose as a company is 
to build leading technology that 
makes the experience of buying 
and managing travel continually 
better for everyone, so raising 
awareness of the support available 
for travellers with different needs is 
something we all are passionate 
about. We’re encouraged by the 
results we’ve seen so far and our 
decision to extend Travel Unified 
until at least the end of 2019 should 
enable us to reach even more 
travellers and travel agents.” 

Use of SSR  
codes up by 89%

SAMOA HAS experienced a rapid increase 
of visitors from European countries in the 
past year. The biggest jump of holiday goers 
from the region came from the UK, closely 
followed by the rest of continental Europe. 

The Polynesian islands have seen the 
number of tourists from Europe rise by 
18% between July 2018 and June 2019. 

Samoa is made up of a collection of 
islands and the most popular destinations 
include the island of Upolu, Savaii, and 

Apia, the capital.  
The increase in tourist footfall is 

attributed to many reasons, including the 
recent introduction of Samoa Airways. 
The new carrier allows travellers to reach 
the Polynesian islands from Australia and 
New Zealand.  

Plans are in the pipeline for Samoa 
Airways to codeshare with outside airlines 
to make the destination even more 
accessible to the European region. 

Increase in tourism to sunny Samoa
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COSTA RICA has received the 2019 
Champions of the Earth award, the 
UN’s highest environmental honour, 
for its role in the protection of 
nature and its commitment to 
ambitious policies to combat 
climate change.  

The Central American country 
has submitted a detailed plan to 
decarbonise its economy by 2050, 
in line with the Paris Climate 
Agreement and the UN's 
sustainable development goals. 
The plan hopes to provide an 
example for other countries to curb 
emissions causing rapid climate 
change. It includes mid- and long-
term targets to reform transport, 
energy, waste and land use. The 
aim is to achieve net zero 
emissions by 2050, offset through 
actions such as maintaining and 
expanding forests.

E-bikes for everyone aboard European Waterways Costa Rica crowned 
environmental 

championsIN RESPONSE to the growing 
popularity of electric bicycles 
worldwide, European 
Waterways has added e-bike 
rentals as an option on most 
itineraries in France for 2020.  

E-bikes supplement the 
traditional bicycles already 
available on all barges for 
guests’ use. The company 
has also upgraded its tailored 
biking maps to provide more 
detailed and easier-to-follow 
route information, that 
includes historical context for 
self-guided bike tours 
through the towns and 
attractions along the barging 
routes. The maps are 
available in printed form and 
can also be downloaded to  
mobile phones.  

E-bikes can be pre-ordered 
for both full charter and cabin 
bookings for £440 for the first 

bike and £220 for each 
additional bike.  

Among the hotel barges 
offering this option in France 
are La Belle Époque, L’Art de 
Vivre, and L’Impressionniste 
in Burgundy, Renaissance in 
the Upper Loire and Western 
Burgundy, Anjodi in the 
Canal du Midi, and Panache 
in Alsace. 

“E-bikes are an absolute 
pleasure to ride,” said Derek 
Banks, managing director of 
European Waterways. 
“Technology allows them to 
offer riders just the right 
amount of assistance to 
handle slopes on surrounding 
terrain with greater ease. 
Riders can concentrate on the 
view and soak in the natural 
beauty of the French 
countryside, rather than 
tackling that ‘daunting’ little 

hill, or the final mile on 
extended treks!” 

Prices for a six-night private 
biking charter aboard the six 
passenger Hotel Barge L’Art 
de Vivre start at £27,750 and 
include daily cycling with a 
professional guide and an 
upgraded bicycle, all gourmet 
meals, fine wines, an open 
bar for the duration of the 
cruise, daily escorted 
excursions, admissions, and 
private transfers at either end 
of the cruise.   

PERCHED ABOVE the turquoise depths of the Indian Ocean, 
the eight Water Retreat villas by Soneva Fushi are scheduled 
to open to guests by April 2020. 

Both the one- and two-bedroom Water Retreat villas come 
with their own private pool, as well as a curving slide that 
plunges directly into the Indian Ocean. With a choice of either 
sunrise or sunset views, the villas feature a large alfresco 
deck, which includes sun loungers, a sunken seating area and 
catamaran nets over the ocean. Both villa types feature an 
expansive upper level with a dining area and day bed, as well 
as Soneva’s outdoor bathroom with direct access to the sea – 
ideal for guests looking to shower off after a dip in the waters, 
or for a bath under the stars. 

Both the design and choice of location of the villas follows 
an environmental assessment within the resort to ensure that 
the Baa Atoll’s terrestrial and marine ecosystems remained 
unharmed by construction activity and the subsequent use 
and maintenance of the villas.  

Construction materials for the villas were sourced 
sustainably, while the low impact overwater design maintains 
and complements the natural look of the coastal setting.

Rest and relaxation at Soneva Fushi 
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Run wild in Finland
THRILL-SEEKERS seeking an extreme winter adventure might 
like to look to Lapland, Finland. With some challenging events 
available across the destination, winter warriors can 
experience the country’s scenic winter wonderland whilst 
running up and down top ski slopes, skiing cross country, fat 
biking, wild swimming and beating special obstacle courses. 

Virpi Aittokoski, Visit Finland, project manager for sports 
travel, said: “From running up a ski run to diving into ice 
holes and roping across fells, Finnish Lapland is the ultimate 
destination for extreme sports athletes.” 
For more information, visit www.visitfinland.com 

EUROPEAN RIVER cruise operator, Amadeus River Cruises, has 
announced a new itinerary for 2020.  

The nine-day ‘German Riverscapes’ sailing aboard the Amadeus 
Brilliant will travel from Passau to Trier, visiting a mixture of well-
known and lesser-known ports of call along the way. These include 
Regensburg, Nuremberg and Koblenz as well as Würzberg, 
Ochsenfurt and Oberwesel, close to the Passage of the Lorelei. 

As with all sailings served by the operator, passengers can 
choose to enhance their river cruising experience with a selection 
of excursions, all of which can be purchased individually on-board 
or via a discounted pre-cruise package. 

Excursions offered on the ‘German Riverscapes’ itinerary include 
a walking tour of Regensburg, followed by a visit to the Thurn and 
Taxis Castle and brewery; wine tasting in Würzberg and Cochem; 
and tours of the historic towns of Rothenburg ob der Tauber, 
Miltenberg and Oberwesel. 

Announcing the itinerary, Sukie Rapal, head of river cruising at 
Amadeus River Cruises UK, said: “This new sailing showcases a side 
of Germany that many will have never seen before and, thanks to our 
team of highly-experienced local tour guides, passengers can get up 
close to the sights and sounds that make this region so enchanting.” 

Prices for the German Riverscapes sailing start at £1,199 per 
person, including flights, non-UK transfers, gourmet meals with 
wine, beer and soft drinks and complimentary Wi-Fi. 
For further information or to make a reservation, email 
sales@amadeus-rivercruises.co.uk

German Riverscapes with  
Amadeus River Cruises 
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Jet2 to offer direct flights to 
majestic Montenegro in 2020
JET2.COM AND Jet2holidays has announced new direct 
services to Tivat in Montenegro, with flights and holidays 
going on sale from London Stansted and Manchester Airports. 

The announcement marks the first time that the airline and 
package holiday specialist has operated flights direct to 
Montenegro, a destination which features everything from 
beaches, bars, whitewashed villages and rugged national parks.  

Located on the west coast of the Balkan peninsula, Tivat 
opens up an array of options for holidaymakers, including 
resorts such as Budva, Becici and Herceg Novi. The coastal 
town of Tivat itself is nearby, as is Kotor Bay. 

The company will operate up to two weekly services 
(Thursday and Sunday) to Tivat from each base, with services 
running from May through to October. 

This is the airline's third new route for summer 2020, in 
addition to Preveza (Greece) and Zadar (Croatia). 
For further information or to book, visit www.jet2.com or 
www.jet2holidays.com.

LET'S GET PHYSICAL…  Specialist Leisure Group hosted a ‘fitness day’ last 
week at their head office to promote health and wellness within the 
workplace and also raise awareness for their charity, the Alzheimer's 
Society. Wigan Warriors loaned the company some of their gym equipment 
and staff were encouraged to spend some time working out during the day.

ADVENTUROUS HONEYMOONS are on 
the rise for couples tying the knot. 
Fewer couples are choosing to head off 
on all-inclusive beach breaks but are 
instead choosing to add adventurous 
elements to their honeymoon. There 
seems to be a growing trend for couples 
looking to be immersed in the 
experiences, culture and traditions of 
the places they visit. 

Some options include African safaris 
combined with beach options in the 
Indian Ocean such as Mauritius, 
allowing couples to experience 
excursions across a range of countries. 
From seeing the ‘big five’, meeting local 
tribes such as the Masai and visiting key 
geological sites such as Table Mountain 
in Cape Town. 

Road trips have also become a popular 
option, particularly in the USA. An 
alternative destination for those 
wanting to go further afield is New 
Zealand. Road trips provide couples 
with the ultimate freedom of choosing 
their own routes, and in the USA they 
can hire some amazing cars to drive in. 
Whilst those truly adventurous couples 
might be keener to try campervanning 
around New Zealand – with so much on 
offer, including bungee jumping, white 
water rafting to wine tasting – there is 
something to keep even the most active 
couples happy. 

For those couples marrying in the 
winter months, why not offer them the 
opportunity to head to Lapland to view 
the Northern Lights. Whilst there, they 
can add some winter activities such as a 
husky sled ride, and for that added wow 
factor clients can stay in a glass igloo. 

If clients are still looking for that all-
inclusive beach element, this can be 
added into a more adventurous 
honeymoon itinerary and it is a lovely 
way to end a holiday with a bit of rest 
and relaxation.
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WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS… Advantage Travel Partnership celebrated its 
members and their successes by hosting their fourth Big Celebration 

Lunch. At the event, 21 awards were presented to members and 
business partners, with mind reader David Meade hosting the event.

AGENT TRAINING

AGENT INCENTIVES

● AMAWATERWAYS HAS launched a ‘rock your rack’ competition to 
celebrate the launch of its 2020 brochure. The river cruise line is offering 
weekly prizes of £50 worth of shopping vouchers, so winners can fill 
their agency fridges with goodies for the team to share. To enter, agents 
need to take a photo of the racked 2020 brochures and email it to the 
agency support team (agencysupport@amawaterways.com), or post the 
photo on the AmaWaterways trade facebook page using the #AMA2020 
tag. Winners will be announced weekly on AmaWaterways’ UK trade 
facebook page. The competition runs until October 25. Full details are 
available by emailing agencysupport@amawaterways.com. 

  
● AGENTS HAVE the chance to earn a £50 Love to Shop voucher for every 

Cosmos escorted touring or Avalon Waterways river cruise booking, 
made between now until November 30. To claim this reward, agents 
must email agencysales@cosmos.co.uk with their name, agency and 
booking reference. Vouchers will be sent out in early December. 

FOR ALL COMPETITIONS VISIT 
travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions

COMPETITIONS!

NEW: Deluxe Spa Break for two with 
SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment  

NEW: Win a two night stay in Lucerne

Win a £50 Love2shop voucher 
with Via Rail

Win a four-night stay at the  
St Elias Resort in Cyprus!

AGENTS WHO complete the Gibraltar Tourist 
Board’s online training programme can qualify 
to join a trip to Gibraltar with departure points 
from select UK airports. In addition, four lucky 
winners will be selected each month to win a 
£25 Love2Shop voucher. For a chance to win, 

agents should visit 
www.travelbulletin.com/travelgym

AGENTS CAN become experts on Qatar with 
the TAWASH online training programme. 

Consisting of five short modules, the 
programme is designed to help agents discover 

everything Qatar has to offer, including 
traditional souqs, luxury hotels, exciting desert 
adventures, and great art and culture. To sign 
up, visit www.travelbulletin.com/travelgym 
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MALAYSIA AIRLINES has launched 
its 'Bonus Side Trip' programme, 
which allows passengers to break 
their long-haul flight to Australia or 
New Zealand and explore another 
destination at minimal extra cost.  

Passengers booking a flight to 
Australasia from the United Kingdom 
with the airline can discover Western 
Malaysia by adding a return flight 
from Kuala Lumpur to Penang, 
Langkawi, Terengganu or Alor Setar 
on the way to their final destination.  

This coincides with the launch of 
Visit Malaysia 2020, an initiative 
uniting industry players behind a 
shared goal of welcoming 30 million 
tourists to Malaysia in the year 2020 
to enjoy the country’s hospitality and 
cultural attractions.  

Additional destinations beyond 
Malaysia are also available to 
customers through the programme, 
including Bangkok and Singapore.    

The airline operates twice daily 
between London and Kuala Lumpur 
on the Airbus A350.  
For more information, visit 
www.malaysiaairlines.com/ 
bonussidetrip  

A bonus with 
Malaysia Airlines

SUNSEEKERS LOOKING to 
witness the ‘big five’ in South 
Africa, see flamingos in their 
natural habitat in the Namib 
desert, and experience the 
culture and history of Havana 
can start their Fred. Olsen 
holiday with free door-to-
door transfers on a selection 
of itineraries, when booked 
by October 15. 

Holidaymakers who join 
Fred. Olsen on one of its three 
chosen itineraries will receive 
complimentary transfers to 
the departure port, up to 250 
UK mainland miles, or the 
departure airport, up to 90 UK 
mainland miles.  

The free door-to-door 
transfers are available on the 
following three fly-cruise 
itineraries: Boudicca’s 28-
night ‘Island Discovery with 
South Africa & the Namib’ fly-
cruise, departing from 
Southampton on November 
5, 2020 with prices from 
£4,099 per person; 
Boudicca’s 14-night ‘African 
Wildlife Adventure’ fly-cruise, 

departing from Cape Town, 
South Africa on December 3, 
2020 with prices from £3,199 
per person; and Braemer’s 
13-night ‘Classic Caribbean & 
Havana Highlights’ fly-cruise, 
departing from Bridgetown, 
Barbados on December 10, 
2020 and prices from £2,099 
per person. 

All prices are based on 
two adults sharing a twin-
bedded interior room, and 
includes accommodation, all 
meals and entertainment on-
board, plus port and airport 
taxes, flights and transfers, 
where applicable. 

Jackie Martin, sales and 
marketing director for the 

cruise line, said: “Offering 
free door-to-door transfers 
will mean that your holiday 
relaxation begins from the 
moment that you leave 
home. It is a perfect, hassle-
free start to what is set to be 
an incredible holiday, visiting 
exciting and diverse 
destinations and enjoying all 
that cruising with Fred. Olsen 
has to offer.”  

Guests can choose to 
upgrade to Fred. Olsen’s ‘all-
inclusive’ drinks package 
from £19 per person, per 
night on its ocean sailings. 
For further information, visit 
www.fredolsencruises.com/ 
agent 

ROMA EXPERIENCE has launched a collection of accessible 
Rome tours available to anyone with unique access 
requirements.  

These exclusive tours explore the Colosseum and Vatican City, 
with itineraries to accommodate those with disabilities.  

The tour operator has created these itineraries in collaboration 
with disability advocates, with a mission to make Rome easier 
for everyone to explore. Each tour includes pick up from guests' 
hotel in a private minivan designed for those with disabilities, 
before heading to the ancient sites to meet a private guide.  

Davide Bolognesi, marketing manager of the operator, said: 
“Italy is not one of those countries that would typically be 
considered easily accessible for those with additional access 
needs, thanks to its cobbled streets and rolling hills. 

“Our brand-new Accessible Tours were designed in 
consultation with disability advocates to perfect the itineraries for 
wheelchair users and people with other mobility issues. We want 
to take holidaymakers to see Italy’s most beloved sights, in ease 
and comfort.” 

The accessible tours all include an accessible vehicle, 
specifically modified for wheelchair users, accessible itineraries 
adapted for those with needs, a tour guide, and skip-the-line entry. 
For more information, go to www.romaexperience.com 

Access all areas with Roma Experience
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Complete this Su Doku puzzle and then go to the 
competition section on travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions 
and submit the highlighted numbers. 

A...  B...  C...  D... 

Closing date for entries is Thursday, October 17th.  
Solution and new puzzle will appear next week.

Across 
1. What is the new destination in Greece 

with Jet2holidays for Summer 19? (6) 
4. Cheese named for a Netherlands town (4) 
8. Pittsburgh international airport code (3) 
9. North African mountain range (5) 
10. Nevada resort city (3,5) 
13. Welsh singer and coach on The Voice (3,5) 
17. London skyscraper, The ___ (5) 
18. Fashion consultant and TV presenter, ___ 

Wan (3) 
19. Verdi opera with an Egyptian setting (4) 
20. Capital of New York State (6) 

Down 
1. Paphos is a popular resort on this island (6) 
2. Canberra is the capital of this territory, initially (3) 
3. Asian river (5) 
5. Spend them in 10 Across (7) 
6. Flat-topped hill or mountain (4) 
7. Largest island of the Seychelles (4) 
10. One of the Safari Big Five (7) 
11. Vigo international airport code (3) 
12. Ankara is the capital (6) 
14. Biopic of a legendary fallen star at a cinema 

near you (4) 
15. Kathmandu is the capital (5) 
16. Continent (4) 
18. Indian state and popular holiday destination (3) 

C
R

O
S

S
W

O
R

D
Solution: 
Across: 1. CHANIA, 4. EDAM, 8. PIT, 9. ATLAS, 10. LAS VEGAS, 13. TOM JONES, 17. 
SHARD, 18. GOK, 19. AIDA, 20. ALBANY.  
Down: 1. CYPRUS, 2. ACT, 3. INDUS, 5. DOLLARS, 6. MESA, 7. MAHE, 10. LEOPARD, 11. 
VGO, 12. TURKEY, 14. JUDY, 15. NEPAL, 16. ASIA, 18. GOA.       Where am I? -Lake Garda. 

For more games and prizes, please sign up for emails on the jet2holidays trade site and Partners2success on Facebook…

D

Stunning rustic scenery and enchanting towns embody the timeless appeal of this majestic lake in Italy.

WHERE AM I?

The Jet2Holidays Su Doku winner for  
September 27th is Emma Morgan from  
Baxter Travel in Bonnyrigg 

September 27th Solution: A=7  B=3  C=9  D=2

WIN A GOODY BAG EACH WEEK!

S
U

D
O

K
U

A

B

C
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TURKISH AIRLINES has announced 
that it has increased capacity on its 
daily flights from London Gatwick 
to Antalya by 20% for October. 

The increase in capacity comes as 
Turkey’s national flag carrier will now 
operate the Airbus A321 on the route. 

Antalya, which rests on Turkey’s 
Turquoise Coast, has for a long 
time been a popular holiday 
destination for Brits either seeking 
value family holidays to golfing 
getaways, with the area being 
home to several European Tour 
standard courses. 

Antalya is also a popular diving 
destination, featuring Turkey’s first 
and only underwater museum, the 
Side Underwater Museum, which 
has 110 different sculptures and is 
open all year round for divers to 
enjoy. The airline allows passengers 
to carry one full set of diving 
equipment, for free, on this route. 
To check flight schedules, go to 
www.turkishairlines.com 

Canadian call of the wild with Prestige Holidays More flights to 
Antalya with  

Turkish Airlines

PRESTIGE HOLIDAYS has 
introduced wildlife, polar and 
grizzly bear viewing packages 
in British Columbia, including 
two special interest tours with 
the chance to see the 
Northern Lights. 

New from the operator are 
two cruises on the Sound 
which both use the remote 
Homfray Lodge as their base. 
‘The Discovery Cruise’ costs 
from £3,526 per person and 
includes flights from Heathrow 
to Vancouver with Air Canada, 
transfers, four nights’ 
accommodation on full-board, 
three days of cruising with the 
chance to view humpback 
whales, orcas and grizzlies. 
The cruise departs on selected 
dates between June and 
August 2020. 

‘Grizzlies of Toba Inlet’, as 
the name suggests, features 
cruises to Toba Inlet with the 
chance to see grizzly bears 

feeding on salmon in their 
natural habitat. Led by 
Khaloose guides, this four- 
night package starts from 
£3,896 per person and 
features flights from Heathrow 
to Vancouver with Air Canada, 
full-board accommodation, 
two days of scenic cruising, an 
eco-boat tour and airport 
transfers. It departs between 
August and October 2020. 

Also new are two round 
trip special interest tours 
from Winnipeg. Departing in 
February 2020 is an eight-
night ‘Northern Lights and 
Winter Nights’ break with 
three chances to view the 
northern lights as well as a 
snowshoeing experience 
and the opportunity to learn 
about the customs, 
traditions and history of the 
indigenous people. 

Then in the summer, the 
operator has a ‘Colours & 

Lights of the Arctic’ break, 
featuring a helicopter flight 
over the vast tundra with 
views of the Hudson Bay 
Coastline, northern light 
viewing, a boat tour of the 
Churchill River and a dog 
mushing experience. The 
tour departs on August 28 
and 31 and on September 3 
and 6. 

Denise Hunn, Prestige 
Holidays’ director of tour 
operations, comments: 
“Despite a difficult year for 
the travel industry, our 
bookings to Canada remain 
strong. As Canada specialists, 
we’re all about crafting 
holidays that meet our 
customers’ needs and our 
tailor made programme 
offers a holiday to suit almost 
every taste and budget. We 
work very closely with agents 
to ensure that both they and 
their customers are happy.”

WICKED, THE Tony and Olivier Award-winning 
musical, which retells the Wizard of Oz story from 
the perspective of Elphaba, the Wicked Witch of 
the West, has celebrated its 14th anniversary at 
London’s Apollo Victoria theatre. It is now the 
ninth-longest running musical in West End history 
and is still a popular choice for visitors to London 
who want a theatrical experience as part of their 
itinerary. made has been instrumental in ensuring 
agents are able to book tickets to Wicked for their 
clients and has been able to meet with the travel 
trade at Travel Bulletin events.  
For more information, see www.made.travel  

Travel trade helps Wicked bewitch  
visitors for 14 years
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BEYOND ISRAEL’S most popular tourist 
attractions – such as Jerusalem’s Old 
City, the Dead Sea and Tel Aviv’s White 
City – is a country filled with diverse 
adventures and whether visitors are 
looking to leap into an abyss, hike cross 
country or swim among the dolphins, 
the destination is fast becoming a ‘must-
visit’ for adventure travellers to explore.  

 
In the North 

Keshet Cave, also known as the 
Rainbow cave, is probably one of the 
lesser known rappelling sites in Israel 
but packs some serious panoramic 
views, as extreme sports enthusiasts 
will find if they descend the 40-50m 
from its high natural stone arch. As they 
dangle in the air, the site provides a 
unique viewpoint of Israel, with a vista 
that extends from the Mediterranean 
Sea to Akko, Haifa and Galilee.  

For bird-watching enthusiasts, 
agents should recommend the Hula 
Valley Nature Reserve wetlands. It 
sees 500 million migrating birds pass 
through each year and in the spring 
more than 390 different bird species 
can be spotted. 

Israel isn’t known for having snow, so 

some clients might be surprised to 
know that during the winter months 
they can pair swimming in the ocean 
and fun in the winter sun with a one-day 
trip to hit the slopes at the Mount 
Hermon Ski Resort in the Golan Heights. 
Mount Hermon has 14 ski runs and 
attracts about 300,000 visitors between 
January and March. 

 
In the South 

Whilst on the subject of slopes, with a 
significant part of Israel being covered 
by desert it makes for the ideal 
opportunity to try out some 
sandboarding. A number of suitable 
sand dunes can be found in the Negev 
Desert, which can be accessed via an 
adventurous jeep journey. ATV and Jeep 
tours can also be booked country wide 
offering thrill-seekers the opportunity to 
explore Israel in style, whether they 
want to explore the Golan, the Galilee, 
the Judean or Negev deserts.  

After playing in the sand why not help 
clients cool off with some snorkelling 
and scuba diving. Eilat’s coral reef is 
one of Israel’s most popular areas for 
this and is home to over 250 coral 
species and more than 1,200 species of 

fish, so travellers can expect to see 
turtles, rays, butterfly fish, parrotfish, 
octopus, lionfish and more. Well 
geared toward families with kids, the 
Underwater Observatory Park allows 
visitors to explore its marine life 40ft 
below the surface with two submerged 
observation decks. There’s also 
Dolphin Reef Eilat; an ecological site 
that is a natural habitat for dolphins, 
allowing animal-lovers to get up close 
and swim along with them as they 
enjoy the coral reef.  

More widely, windsurfing and 
kitesurfing are popular activities in Tel 
Aviv, Eilat and the Sea of Galilee, with 
different conditions available. For 
beginners, courses at the windsurfing 
and kitesurfing schools just north of Tel 
Aviv are a good option. 

Finally, for those who want to 
explore on foot, there’s the Israel 
National Trail. Stretching right across 
the country, it traverses a wide range 
of landscapes - from the hills of the 
Galilee to the deserts in Negev – and 
offers hikers nearly 683 miles to 
explore at their leisure.  
Go to https://info.goisrael.com/en/ to 
find out more. 

BEYOND THE HORIZON 
North to South, East to West: there are plenty of adventures to be found in Israel 

ADVENTURE & 
ACTIVITY 
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ADVENTURE & ACTIVITY 
SHOWCASE 

TRAVEL BULLETIN brought a pair of action packed 
evenings to the agents of Exeter and Bournemouth 

with our ‘Adventure & Activity’ Showcase. 
Journeying with some of the world’s most exciting 
destinations and adventurous operators in town, 

our fun evening saw some top learning and 
networking take place and even the chance for 
agents to pick up some fantastic holiday prizes! 

It’s an Andorra adventure 
in a bag with Andorra 
Tourism’s Ellena Jackson 
(left) pictured with our 
prize winner, Lauren Kemp 
from Travelworld.

From the left: Tuesday Hilton, Rhiannon Rowland, 
Molly Thresher and Jennie Gifford, all from Hays Travel, 
meet with Rachel Lewis of South Africa Tourism.

STA Travel’s Megan Ness (right) 
is off to Madeira as she won the 
grand prize of a four-night stay in 
a four-star hotel with a half day 
jeep tour, from Joana Dias of the 
Madeira Promotion Bureau.

The Belize tourism board’s Darrin Des Vignes was on hand 
throughout the evening to answer any questions from agents 
and also presented Christine Reed from Travelworld with a 
£50 Love2Shop voucher.

Lynne Fuell of Dave Criddle 
Travel wins a bottle of ‘Dino’, 
from Transun’s Dino Toouli.

HEADLINE SPONSORS
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Want to be a part of the #TBShowcases action?  
Our next event will be the Airline Showcase taking place in 

Chelmsford on October 14. To confirm your place or find out 
when we will be hosting our next event near you contact 

events@travelbulletin.co.uk

Kay Jackson (right) from the Cook Islands welcomes Beverley 
Hyams (left) from Sunidol Travel and Sharron Yardley of 
Independent Travel Experts to our drinks reception.

All set and ready to welcome agents are, from the left: Zeeshan Rashid, Costa Rica; Sara Ellis, Travel 
Texas; Dino Toouli, Transun; Ysobel Ortega for the Philippine Department of Tourism; Joana Dias of 
the Madeira Promotion Bureau; Lluc Morell for Melia Serengeti Lodge; Tourism Yukon’s Della Tully; 
Kay Jackson, Cook Islands; Ziva Vincetic, Slovenia Tourist Board; Dimitris Psycharis, Ras Al Khaimah; 
Darrin des Vignes, Belize Tourism; Renette Hartridge, Sanctuary Retreats; Ali Smith, Paradis Plage; 
and Ellena Jackson for Andorra Tourism. 

Learning more about all things Slovenia with the 
tourist board’s Ziva Vincetic (centre) are, from 
the left, Simon White, Claire Kyprianou, Ross 
Harris and Ben Johnson, all from Trailfinders. 

Georgia Henley (left) from STA Travel was our 
on-the-spot prize winner of a Yukon branded dry 
bag, presented by Della Tully of Tourism Yukon.

Picking up a Travel Texas 
themed goody bag was 
Matthew Barnett of 
Trailfinders, pictured alongside 
the tourism board’s Sara Ellis. 
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Wildlife has the right to a wild life
G ADVENTURES has 
announced its new animal 
welfare policy - developed in 
consultation with World 
Animal Protection, the Jane 
Goodall Institute, and the 
World Cetacean Alliance –
which supersedes the 
welfare guidelines it 
introduced in 2015. 

Having no physical contact 
with, or feeding non-
domesticated animals in 
captivity or the wild; not 
visiting performances or 
shows involving wild animals; 
and not consuming 
endangered animals, are three 
ways travellers can ensure 
‘wildlife has a wild life’ and a 
new video has been launched 
alongside the new policy to 
help educate travellers. 

Jamie Sweeting, vice 
president of social enterprise 

and responsible travel at G 
Adventures, said: “No one in 
the travel industry is perfect, 
and we ourselves aren’t 
perfect, but we must learn as 
we grow. As time went on, 
working with and learning 
from others, we realised we 
could go further than the 
Five Freedoms, and so our 
new animal welfare policy 

was formed. Our world’s 
animals are one of our 
greatest treasures and it’s 
our job to respect them and 
to protect them for their 
future generations, as well as 
our own.” 
For more information, visit 
www.gadventures.com/about
-us/responsible-
travel/animal-welfare-policy/ 

IN AN ongoing effort to further develop and expand the 
Emirate’s adventure tourism portfolio, the Ras Al Khaimah 
Tourism Development Authority (RAKTDA) has launched its 
latest adventure tourism product: the Jebel Jais Zipline Tour. 

The attraction will join and complement existing attractions 
including the Jebel Jais Via Ferrata (mountain climbing) and 
the Jebel Jais Flight (the world’s longest zipline) which has 
already welcomed more than 35,000 flyers since its launch. 

The tour features seven ziplines flying over the cliffs and 
canyons of Jebel Jais, which are connected by nine platforms. 
During the tour, flyers will navigate their way through the air to 
reach the 15m long sky bridge, the highest in the UAE at 1,250m 
above sea level and 300m above ground, which they will have 
to cross to finish the remaining part of their zipline journey. 

Raki Phillips, CEO of the tourism development authority, 
said: “As Jebel Jais remains core to our overall tourism 
proposition in making Ras Al Khaimah a global destination, we 
recognise the importance of constantly evolving our outdoor 
offering. We are incredibly excited to announce the launch of 
our latest adventure attraction on the UAE’s highest mountain 
peak, the ‘Jebel Jais Zipline Tour’. As Ras Al Khaimah is widely 
considered the region’s nature-adventure hub, we strongly 
believe that the introduction of new, innovative products is 
essential to meet demands of its rising visitor numbers, 
particularly amongst active adventures and sports enthusiasts. 
We’re confident that the Jebel Jais Zipline Tour will draw and 
fascinate nature-adventure lovers of all ages from around the 
country and beyond.” 
To learn more, go to www.rasalkhaimah.ae or 
https://jebeljais.ae 

Take flight on Jebel Jais 

EXPLORE HAS launched its new 
Discovery & Wildlife programme 
for 2020, featuring four new 
trips to El Salvador, Lebanon, 
Iceland and the Silk Road.   

Joe Ponte, managing 
director for the operator, said: 
“Today’s travellers are looking 
for authentic experiences over 
fly-and-flop holidays and 
they’re becoming more 
adventurous in the destinations 
they’re choosing to go to, from 
the Middle East to lesser-
travelled Europe.” 

The adventure brand will be 
launching its new programme 
to the travel trade at a 
dedicated event in Manchester 
on October 15. Find out more 
by contacting 
trade@explore.co.uk 

The road  
less travelled 
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BOASTING CORAL reefs, cave systems 
and an abundance of WW2 wrecks, the 
islands of Malta, Gozo and Comino 
offer a breadth of dive sites suitable for 
all levels, whether an experienced diver 
or a beginner. In fact, despite the 
relatively small size of these Maltese 
Islands, they are home to more than 
100 diving sites and offer more shore-
dives than any other island or mainland 
destination in the Mediterranean. This 
makes for a great opportunity for 
agents, as this volume and diversity is 
just one of the reasons why you’ll find 
clients with a passion for diving 
inspired to return year after year.  

The destination has repeatedly been 
short-listed and ranked as high as 
second for the Best Diving Destination 
at the Dive Travel Awards, but with 
popularity comes a responsibility of 
sustainability, which is why the first 
Underwater Cultural Heritage Unit 
(UCHU) was launched within Heritage 
Malta, earlier this year. Recently, the 
UCHU and Heritage Malta have released 

a set of rules and regulations to ensure 
the dives are executed in a controlled 
and managed manner to preserve and 
protect the 12 wreck sites which can be 
found around the islands – including a 
2,700 year-old Phoenician shipwreck 
thought to be the oldest in the central 
Mediterranean. Other wreck dives 
include the HMS Maori, a WW2 
destroyer and probably one of Malta’s 
most famous thanks to its depth at 11-
15m and accessibility to divers of all 
levels; and aircraft crash sites such as 
the WW2 Bristol Blenheim Bomber, with 
its wings and engines virtually intact and 
quickly taking shape as experienced 
divers descend to a depth of 42m. 
However, agents should relay to clients 
that these sites can only be visited by 
arrangement with a dive centre 
appointed by the UCHU.  

Alternative natural diving highlights 
include sites such as Gozo’s Azure Reef 
(with the famed Azure Window 
collapsing into the sea in March 2017, 
this site’s rock formations, canyons and 

narrow passageways make for an 
interesting place to explore) whilst off 
the main promenade in Sliema, Malta 
divers can find the spectacular tunnels 
and caverns of Coral Gardens. With 
many more to explore, it provides a 
great opportunity for clients to rent a 
4x4 and visit the sites at their own pace 
and, as an added bonus, the islands are 
easy to navigate taking only 25 minutes 
to get to Gozo from Malta on the ferry. 

For those clients completely new to 
diving and keen to give it a go, the 
Mediterranean Sea surrounding the 
Maltese Islands offer calm warm 
waters and good visibility year-round, 
with over 100 dive schools to be found 
throughout the islands for anyone 
wanting to gain their PADI certification. 
In addition, Malta can prove a good 
destination for families who wish to 
learn how to scuba-dive as children 
can gain their PADI certification from 
the age of ten. 
Go to www.maltauk.com to find  
out more.  

DIVE IN
Just beneath the surface of the Maltese Archipelago lies another world…

MALTA & GOZO 
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BELLEAIR HOLIDAYS has released its 2020 
brochure, with a spread of inspirational ideas 
and destination tips to help agents arrange 
their customers’ next holiday.  

A specialist in holidays and weddings to 
Malta and Gozo, the operator has increased 
the number of boutique properties in the 
destination in response to a higher demand 
for smaller accommodation options with a 
unique feel. Rebecca Osborne, product 
manager for Belleair Holidays, said: “Malta is 
the ultimate all year round destination, with 
its captivating history, world class 
architecture, reputed diving, diverse music 
scene, abundance of festivals and warm 
Mediterranean welcome. With 300 days of 
sunshine on average a year, this all goes to 
make Malta a year round destination, 
whether this is for a short visit to the 2018 
European Capital of Culture Valletta, or a 
more relaxing time at the beach resorts in 
the north of the island.” 

The company also offers breaks to the rest 

of the Mediterranean, with ‘Cruise & Stay’ 
options also available and a growth in its 
product offering in the Algarve and Spain. 
The company also reports that its F1 
experiences – introduced in August 2018 - 
continue to grow in demand. 

Osborne added: “As booking trends change, 
we all must change with them. The last 12 
months have proved if we all work together, 
we can achieve great things. Here at Belleair 
Holidays, we continue to support our trade 
partners to help them grow their businesses 
and succeed in something we all love doing, 
providing the best experience for our 
customers. We are here to help you with your 
booking requirements: on our website, you 
are able to book online 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week; or via our call centre who are 
always on hand to help you with the unusual 
inquiries or if you just need assistance.” 

The operator also runs a monthly love2shop 
incentive alongside fam trip opportunities. 
To find out more visit www.belleair.co.uk 

THE CORINTHIA Palace Hotel & Spa in Attard is to open a new 
Athenaeum Spa. 
The new spa marks the final phase of a significant refurbishment 
of the 147-room property which began last year and has so far 
transformed the executive lounge, lobby and guest bedrooms. 
Spa facilities will include a hot area comprising vitality pool, 
sauna, steam room, experience showers and heated beds which 
look out onto a ‘secret garden’ as well as an indoor swimming 
pool with Jacuzzi, seven treatment rooms, relaxation lounge and 
terrace, gym and studio. In a conscious effort for the spa to be 
connected to nature further, the spa experience advances 
outside. The vitality pool is both indoor and outdoor and the 
garden space features a plunge pool with relaxation deck and a 
picturesque pergola.  
For further information see www.corinthia.com/palace  

An oasis of calm to open in Corinthia Palace

BELLE-AIR OF  
THE BALL

‘THE HERITAGE & History of Malta 
& Gozo’ is a new addition to 
Kirker’s Cultural Tours & Music 
Holidays programme for 2019/20.  

Led by award-winning 
journalist Juliet Rix, clients can 
discover the history of these two 
islands on a five-night holiday that 
will have them come across 
prehistoric temples, thought to be 
the earliest free-standing 
buildings in the world, medieval 
settlements and the ‘Silent City’ 
of Mdina; discover the legacy of 
the Knights of Malta; and learn of 
Malta’s vital role in World War II.  

Departing November 18, 2019 
and March 23, 2020, prices start 
from £1,868 per person based on 
two sharing. This includes flights 
from Heathrow, five nights’ four-
star accommodation with 
breakfast, two dinners, three 
lunches, all entrance fees and 
gratuities, and the services of the 
tour lecturer. 
For more information, call 020-
7593 2283 or visit 
www.kirkerholidays.com 

Marvel-lous Malta 
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JUST A short ferry ride from Malta, the island of Gozo is the 
second largest and most northerly in the Archipelago. With a 
name that means ‘joy’ in Castilian, Gozo has culture and 
activities for clients aplenty.  

 
History Galore 

With fortified citadels and pre-historic temples, a visit to this 
island can see clients step back in time. The Ggantija Temples 
are a UNESCO World Heritage Site, with a remarkable history 
that dates back to 3600 B.C. and then there’s the Citadel in the 
capital of Rabat complete with towering fortifications that offer 
fantastic views over the whole island and many of the main 
archaeological sites too. Whilst here, holidaymakers should 
take the time to immerse themselves in the city’s bustling 
atmosphere; whether it’s visiting one of the markets or sitting 
with a cool drink in-hand in the Pjazza Indipendenza. 

 
Hungry for more? 

Food and drink play a big part of daily life in Gozo. There are 
a wide variety of restaurants that offer both fine dining as well 
as more casual eateries offering traditional food, and some set 
alongside harbours and bays, such in the fishing villages of 
Marsalforn and Xlendi.  

Off-the-beaten track, holidaymakers can find small, local 
producers offering tours and hands-on experiences, 

including fruit-picking, olive oil and wine tasting. For those 
clients hungry for a great Gozo gastronomic gem, agents 
could recommend the Ta Mena Estate. Giving guests an 
insight into traditional Gozitan farming methods, food 
preparation and wine-tasting, the family-run estate 
showcases some of the very best of Gozo’s local produce 
(visit http://tamena-gozo.com). 

Village bars also tend to open early in the morning for early 
risers who attend the first mass of the day and close fairly late 
at night, catering to the socialising needs of locals and visitors. 

 
Gozo Adventures 

For a top beach and somewhere fun to soak up the sun, 
suggest Ramla Bay. Not only is it Gozo’s largest, but its shallow 
waters make it a good option for families, plus it is easily 
accessible by public transport, car or foot. 

 Gozo’s eclectic landscape also makes for a prime 
opportunity for visitors to try their hand at a wide variety of 
activities such as water sports, climbing and hiking with 
outdoor specialist Gozo Adventures offering an alternative 
way for visitors to discover more of the island (visit 
www.gozoadventures.com). There’s also diving. One of 
Gozo’s best natural diving highlights is The Blue Hole which 
was reportedly one of French naval officer/explorer Jacques 
Cousteau’s favourites. Here, scuba divers can admire 
marine life such as the groupers, amberjacks, barracuda and 
tuna. 

 
Where to stay 

The island has various accommodation options to suit all 
budgets, from family villas with pools, to five-star hotels, 
including the Duke Boutique Hotel which is situated in the 
heart of Rabat, and a variety of family run guesthouses and 
bed-and-breakfasts. 

GIVE GOZO A GO

The Ta Cenc Cliffs of Gozo

What makes Gozo an absolute must-visit for clients heading to the Maltese Islands? 

Ramla Bay. 
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AIR MALTA has registered its best August 
traffic results in its 45 year’s history.  

Figures show that the airline carried 
almost a quarter of a million (248,358) 
scheduled and charter passengers 
during its busiest month of the year. 
These results top last year’s August 
record figures by 2% or the equivalent 
of 4,835 passengers. 

Air Malta’s chairman, Charles 
Mangion, said: “It’s great to see these 
positive results in this challenging 
market. We are working hard to improve 
our revenue management, sales and 
distribution processes. These figures 
follow the trend we have so far seen this 
year in that we have continued growing 
over 2018, yet at a gentler pace. This 
year we primarily focused our efforts to 
improve our operational and commercial 
performance. A lot has been achieved 
through the past three years following 

the increase in the fleet by three new 
180-seater Airbus A320s and a total of 
25 new opened routes. Today we are 
flying to 42 destinations. It wasn’t easy.  

A lot of things had to change, and 
sacrifices made. This growth is being 
positively received by our tourism 
stakeholders who are now again seeing 
Air Malta as a growing airline.” 

Konrad Mizzi, Malta’s minister for 
tourism, further added: “We are truly 

heartened with these positive result 
figures. The results published clearly 
show that growth path embarked on by 
Air Malta is bearing fruit. The airline has 
shown that it can compete and grow 
even in this challenging market. We will 
keep working with all stakeholders 
involved in the tourism sector to pull 
the same rope to achieve further 
successes and enter the next phase of 
the airline’s development.” 
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FLYING HIGH
Air Malta sees in its best August for 45 years 
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FROM STAR-GAZING in the second-
largest canyon in the world, to soaking 
in private jungle pools, rambling 
through the Blue Mountains or 
relishing in the seclusion of a remote 
beach, New South Wales comes 
packed with romantic experiences and 
settings for honeymooners.  

 
Romantic retreats  

With panoramic views across 
Capertee Valley, Bubbletent Australia 
provides guests with the chance to 
experience Australia’s star-studded 
skies in the superior comfort of three 
constellation-named tents, set in a 
secluded area of a 1,000-acre working 
farm and 200km north-west of Sydney 
(www.bubbletentaustralia.com). Or, for 
an eco-glamping experience why not 
suggest Sierra Escape in Mudgee - 
surrounded by rolling hills, each tent 
features oversized bathtubs, large beds 
and expansive decks from which to 
watch the native wildlife 
(www.sierraescape.com.au). 

Nightcap Ridge is a 70-acre rainforest 
retreat situated in the World Heritage 
listed Nightcap National Park and 
comprises two luxurious off grid eco-
lodge cottages with indoor fires, 
stand-alone cast-iron bathtubs and open 
verandas. Their location makes for 
some scenic views as well as swimming 
holes nearby, star gazing by the 

campfire, bushwalking adventures and 
birdwatching 
(www.nightcapridge.com.au). For a 
sophisticated coastal guesthouse, Pretty 
Beach House is found high on a 
secluded peninsula overlooking 
Brisbane Waters and surrounded by 
Bouudi National Park. It offers four 
wood-panelled pavilions, with sweeping 
views down to Broken Bay and couples 
can soak in the private jungle pools, 
lounge under the stars on the outdoor 
double day beds, or indulge at the 
dedicated couples spa treatment room. 
(www.prettybeachhouse.com). 

 
Experience more  

Hunter Valley is one of Australia’s 
most acclaimed wine destinations 
within easy access from Sydney, 
making it an ideal getaway from the 
bustle of the city. Hunter Private Tours 
offer private tours where guests are 
chauffeured in style to boutique 
wineries with the opportunity to taste 
iconic wines and meet the passionate 
people who produce them 
(http://hunterprivatetours.com.au/).  

Alternatively, Balloon Aloft offer hot 
air balloon rides across the premier 
vineyard region with tours that leave at 
sunrise. This allows guests to admire 
the dramatic golden views and watch 
kangaroos hop across the landscape 
beneath them, before descending for a 

gourmet breakfast and champagne 
celebration at the famous Peterson 
House winery and restaurant. 
(www.balloonaloft.com)  

For those who prefer to explore with 
their feet on the ground, the beautifully 
rugged Blue Mountains region to the 
west of Sydney is known for its 
dramatic landscape comprised of steep 
cliffs, forests, waterfalls and small 
villages dotted with guesthouses, 
galleries and gardens. The mountains 
are filled with easy to more challenging 
hiking routes which reward walkers with 
great views over the region.  

 
Lovely Locations  

Everyone knows of the famous 
Sydney Harbour Bridge, but probably 
one of the best times to see it in its full 
glory is whilst the sun falls and the 
night sky takes hold, making for an 
ideal backdrop for a relaxing evening 
by the water’s edge chatting away 
with a loved one.  

New South Wales’ coastline is also 
dotted with many secluded beaches, 
great for a couples day out spent 
swimming, surfing and relaxing in the 
dunes. Or, an hour’s drive south-west of 
Sydney will see explorers stumble upon 
a fusion of colonial heritage and cool-
climate cellar doors, quaint towns, 
waterfalls and national parks that make 
up the Southern Highlands.  

LOVE BUBBLE
Discover the ultimate romantic experiences to be found in New South Wales 

WEDDINGS &  
HONEYMOONS

Image Credit: Cam Darcy, via 
Destination New South Wales
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COLUMBIA BEACH Resort in Cyprus has 
revamped its package options for newly-
weds; now offering honeymooners the 
choice of either the ‘Honeymoon Package’ or 
the new ‘Pasithea Package’. 

The ‘Honeymoon Package’ includes a 
consultation with the resort’s own ‘Cupid’ 
prior to arrival so as to ascertain the newly-
weds’ wants and needs during their time 
away. The package also includes: transfers 
from the airport to resort; a welcome drink, 
chilled Champagne, fresh fruits and flowers 
upon arrival; a bath-time bundle to create 
their own candlelit bathroom experience; 
access to the Hébe Spa’s facilities; 
complimentary Pissouri postcards so that 
couples can share news of their honeymoon 
with family and friends back home; a 
sparkling breakfast served in suite on the 

first morning; candlelit dinner for two in one 
of the resort’s a la carte restaurants and late 
check out on departure.  

Couples can also opt for the ‘Pasithea 
Package’. Famed in Greek mythology, 
Pasithea was thought to be the personification 
of relaxation, meditation, hallucinations and 
all other altered states of consciousness. In 
reflection of this, the package offers: one 
Signature Spa treatment per person; 10% off 
any further spa treatments booked during the 
stay; a private yoga session for the happy 
couple; and private tennis coaching session.  

The ‘Honeymoon Package’ can be added 
to a Columbia Beach Resort stay for 450 
euros and the ‘Pasithea Package’ for an 
additional 300 euros.  
For more information, go to 
www.columbiaresort.com  

FOR THOSE clients seeking an extra special touch to their South African honeymoon, 
Samara’s star bed looks to provide a remote and romantic wilderness experience.  
Available from October to April in the Samara Private Game Reserve, guests can 
arrive at sunset for a picnic dinner with drinks and watch as the local wildlife 
descends upon the water of the Milk River to quench their thirst.  
In complete privacy, couples can take in the views over the mountainous landscape, 
free of light and noise pollution, and as the last rays of sun disappear and the night sky 
forms, marvel at the Milky Way stretching overhead. They can identify the different 
constellations with the aid of star books, drift off to sleep wrapped in a thick mohair 
blanket, and awaken to the big skies and birdsong of the Karoo as another day dawns 
in Africa. Prices start from £50 per person, per night based on two people sharing.  
Go to www.samara.co.za 

Sleep beneath a bed of stars

LEGENDARY 
ROMANCE THE AMATARA Wellness Resort 

in Phuket has introduced a new 
wedding package which looks to 
remove any stress for couples in 
the run up to, and on their big day.  

Ahead of the ceremony, 
brides-to-be can relax at the 
Amatara Spa with a body 
exfoliation and moisturising 
body wrap, a revitalising facial, 
candle massage, milk bath and a 
manicure and pedicure 
treatment. For grooms, the 
package includes the body 
exfoliation, facial and milk bath, 
and also an Indian head 
massage, deep-tissue massage, 
and foot reflexology. The 
betrothed are also invited to a 
couples massage workshop, 
which not only teaches the 
physical skills of massage, but 
also allows time for them to 
reconnect ahead of the big day. 

Overlooking the Andaman Sea, 
the Amatara Wellness Resort 
offers a choice of atmospheric 
venues in which to hold 
ceremonies. Located on the tip of 
the property and at the highest 
point, the Sala Spa is one with 
panoramic views across the bay 
or couples can chose the rooftop 
terrace Sun & Moon for sunset 
nuptials or a private poolside 
venue at The Retreat. 

The Couples Indulgence 
package costs approximately 
£833 per couple. 
For more information, visit 
www.amataraphuket.com 

Pre-Wedding 
Pampering at 

Amatara

New packages from Columbia Beach Resort for newlyweds 
looking to jet off on a romantic getaway 
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Specially crafted South Asian style weddings 
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has noted an 
increased demand for AMResorts’ South 
Asian style weddings, available at selected 
resorts across the group’s Secrets, 
Dreams, Now and Breathless brands.   

Weaving together traditional and 
cultural elements, AMResorts have 
‘Dulha & Dulhan’ wedding packages 
available for up to 100 guests, and 
‘Shaadi’ packages for up to 75 guests 
spread across three days.   

Each of resorts’ on-site wedding 
coordinators have been certified as 
South Asian wedding specialists and, 
over the summer, AMResorts ran a 
dedicated ‘refresher’ workshop for the 
weddings teams of 14 of its Mexico 
Caribbean resorts, so as to maintain 
the high standards of weddings 
offered by the group and ensure 
traditions and customs are  
honoured throughout.  

Large parties can also take advantage 
of AMResorts’ ‘3G’ (Groups, Gatherings 
and Getaways) promotion which 

includes one free room for every five 
rooms paid, one complimentary room 
upgrade for every ten rooms paid and 
resort coupons. 

Malcolm Davies, product destination 
manager for Funway Holidays, said: “We 
have seen a tremendous demand for 
South Asian weddings and AMResorts 
dedicated specialist programme is great 

as it caters perfectly for this important 
and ever-growing market.”   

As an example of prices, bookings 
made through the operator for the 
‘Dulha & Dulhan Package’ for a South 
Asian Wedding, start from £5,860 which 
covers up to 60 guests for five events at 
selected all-inclusive AMResorts in 
Mexico and Dominican Republic.       
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THANDA SAFARI, one of South 
Africa's Big Five wilderness areas 
situated in Zululand, has updated 
its Kanye Wedding Package.  

Meaning 'together' in isiZulu 
the Kanye package allows for a 
tailored approach, from a 
choice of wedding ceremony 
and reception locations to 
music, decorations and menus 
for two to 58 guests. 

Some prefer to tie the knot 
in an open clearing in the bush 
whilst others say ‘I Do’ on a 
deck overlooking a watering 
hole where animals are 
regularly sighted coming down 
to drink. A song from the Zulu 
Mamas may be chosen to 
usher the bride down the aisle 
and the drum beat of the Zulu 
Warriors to announce the 
couple’s arrival at the wedding 
reception, itself held safari-
style in a fire-lit boma or in the 
grounds of Villa iZulu 
overlooking the African bush.  

The Kanye Wedding Package 
is priced per group size and starts 
from £850 for a party of two-ten 
guests, plus accommodation.  
Go to www.thandasafari.co.za 
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THE ALL-inclusive Hard Rock Hotels in Riviera 
Maya, Cancun, Vallarta and Punta Cana have 
joined with wedding planner Colin Cowie, to 
create and introduce three specially crafted 
wedding and honeymoon packages.  

Guests can enjoy an ultra-chic, all-inclusive 
wedding from Colin Cowie and his team with 
ceremonies taking place on a private beach. 
‘Harmony’ is the name of the newly 
introduced honeymoon packages, ranging 
from complimentary to $1,500 and which can 
be selected when making the hotel 
reservation. If a reservation has already been 
made, it can be added to an existing package 
(at least 48 hours before).  

The three packages are: the complimentary 
‘With Love’, which includes a mini-cake, 
sparkling white-wine, honeymoon dinner, in-
room breakfast, Jacuzzi experience plus a 
welcome note from Colin Cowie; ‘Headliner’, 

which costs USD$750 and includes a mini-
cake, sparkling white wine, honeymoon 
dinner, in-room breakfast, chocolate covered 
strawberries, two honeymoon t-shirts, 
bathrobe and slippers, in-room aromatherapy, 
body chocolate kit and welcome note; or for 
$1,500, ‘Showstopper’ which offers a pick up 
transfer from the airport and VIP access to the 
hotel, a honeymoon concierge service, mini-
cake, champagne, honeymoon dinner, 
in-room breakfast, two honeymoon t-shirts, 
strawberries, Kama-Sutra kit, a swim with 
dolphins experience for two, a couples 
massage at the Rock Spa and a rose petal 
bath in a double hydro spa tub.  

The hotels will further offer the happy 
couple ‘limitless all-inclusive’ credit which 
means Rock Spa treatments and packages, 
golf, tours, special dinners and more are 
included without limit in their stay. 
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Kanye feel the  
love tonight?

Hard Rock Harmonies 
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